Discover why you are at least

6% better off
on day 1 with us

Expat
MoneyExpert

How can we achieve this?
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We provide you with either a 6%* boost from day 1,
or offer you an alternative zero commission product
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Click where
you see this
symbol for
more
details

Commission
Adviser

Commission that advisers
usually take is rebated
back into your investment

The day 1 rebate is
just the beginning
of a great journey
*Boost based on OMI bond. Different bond providers will result in
different boosts. Actual returns may differ from projections and there is
no guarantee on projections as funds can go down as well as up.

This diagram is based
on net growth on
£300,000 after charges
over 10 years,
assuming 7% returns
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Our promise
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We invest your money in funds
with no hidden commissions,
no upfront** and no exit or
surrender charges
**We operate using explicit and
transparent fees that you can
elect to be taken upfront.
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Through us,
you will receive better returns
on your money’s journey over time
because charges# are

lowered or rebated

How can we
achievethis?

#Charges based on the current value;
not the original investment
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+44 208 123 8072
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We adopt a risk
based managed
investment
approach, with a
suite of 10 low-cost,
flexible managed
portfolios

Alternatives

Start your journey...
Wherever you live, we can be
available for you to talk to at any
time and we will assist you in
making a positive decision about
your pension and investment
needs.

Contact us

aisa.international
Phone: +44 208 123 8072
EME
Email: enquiries@expatmoneyexpert.com
Skype:
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